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an idea will have to be abandoned, or, at least, appreciably
modified.
The day is past, as says a writer in the HiVbert Journal, in which the
mystic could be ignored as an eccentric or an abnormal individual ',
his spiritual assertions are supported rather than denied by psycholo-
gists and by ethnological research.
In fact, the tide is now changing. There is a growing interest now
taken in psychic questions. The fact is now begun to be realised
that science goes hand in hand with mysticism. As Prof. Jowett1
remarks <c the most fanciful of ancient philosophies is also the most
verified in fact."
It is now freely admitted2 that among the much-despised school-
men there were thinkers of the first rank whose names may be set
by the side of the most brilliant philosophers of ancient or modern
times.
A mystic reaction appears to have already set in throughout the
West, 3—a return to the primitive spirit of Christianity, as found in the
teachings of Eckhart, Tauler, and  Suso, proclaiming  the
direct beholding of all things in God as the source of all
enlightenment and the resting on His heart as the sole and highest
wisdom.4
This intuition of the Eternal is within<tf the lotus of one's own heart'9.
It is this listening to the voice that speaks within, which, as Sclielliag
truly observes, is the innermost and most real experience—of Spirit
speaking to Spirit. This experience of <( seeing by the Inner Light??,
when realised, cannot be shaken away by any amount of argu-
ment. It results in bliss, which, after it is once experienced, for
however short a time, can never fail to exercise its influence for
good.
It is this experience, this vital realisation of our oneness with the
Infinite Life which/in the Veddnta, constitutes true knowledge, Pard
Vidyd; (in Christianity it is called Faith); all other knowledge is
worldly and apard5
:1 Introd. " Timmoe."                      4 See Noire»
2 See Noire.                             5 See Mimd. Up. I, 1, 4-5.
3 Prof. D'AMella.

